A joint UMS-YKN dialysis centre soon by Neil Chan
VMS students received free 
lunch from Pembina. 
Group provides 
free lunch for 
VMS students 
DB 15', , .• (, , 
KOTA KINABALU: The National Islam 
Youth Association (Pembina) ofUniversiti . 
Malaysia Sabah is providing free lunch to 
UMS students at the university's mosque 
here. 
According to UMS Pembina Chairman 
Muhammad Izzat Naif Mad Isa, the aid is 
to help underprivileged students. 
''A lot of the students come from differ­
ent backgrounds and some of them are 
not well-off. So this programme is an ini­
tiative from UMS Pembina to reach out to 
them," he said. 
The programme started since October 
lastyear at various locations in the univer­
sity. 
Muhammad said the programme is 
. aligned with the effort of the university's 
management to ensure the well-being of . 
the students is taken care of. 
Harun and Rafek exchanging the MoA documents after the signing ceremony. 
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Neil Chan 
KOTA KINABALU: Universiti l\1.alaysia 
Sabah (UMS) and Yayasan Kebajikan Ne­
gara (YKN) have signed a Memorandum 
of Agreement (MoA) for a joint dialysis 
centre which will be set up in the State. 
It was signed by UMS Vice Chancellor 
Prof. Datuk Dr Harun Abdullah and YKN 
Chief · Executive Officer Dato Rafek 
Reshidullah at the UMS Chancellery 
building on Thursday. 
"The joint UMS-YKNdialysis centre 
will be set up at Kingfisher Plaza and be 
set up with 10 units of haemodialysis ma­
chitles which were contributed by YKN," 
said Harun. 
"It is my hope that the centre which is 
. expected to open in February will be able 
to assist patients who need such treat­
ment. 
"I also hope that this effort by both 
UMS and YKN will provide a valuable 

service to the local community where it 

can be improved and expanded in time 

. to come and also that UMS and YKN 

would be able to foster a closer relation­

ship thanks to the cooperation between 

both parties to assist needy Malaysians." 

It was learnt that the centre will be run 
by the university's medical faculty and 
each machine would be able to treat 
three patients per day and that 18needy 
patients would also be picked to be spon­
sored by YKN for dialysis treatment. 
Revising ,2016 Budget the right ill 

SHAH ALAM: Former Prime Minister Tun 
Dr Mahathir Mohamad agrees with the 
call to revise the 2016 Budget on the back 
of the falling price of crude oil and the 
ringgit's devaluation. 
. "Whether we want to or not, we will 
have to relook the Budget following the 
further drop in oil price as well as the de­
valuation of the ringgit," he told reporters 
on the sidelines of Proton Holdings Bhd's 
new partners dealership agreement with 
Japan's Suzuki Motor Corporation. 
"Relooking the budget now is the ap­
propriate step given the ongoing eco­
nomic climate." 
He had earlier noted that it was in­
evitable that the public will see a price 
hike in Proton cars this year, also because 
of the aforementioned reasons. 
"It is inevitable considering that we do 
use some imported parts and the cost is 
higher now because of the ringgit devalu­
ation. However, we are doing our best to 
hold this." The event held earlier Thursday 
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